Oct. 18

To dear Amy,

I have not indulged myself for so little time as writing to you, though I have to thank you for the copy of Sullivan's with several notices which I was glad to see. Sullivan's, while I was glad to see it, is very 

Mrs. I am at 10 o'clock (except the solicitor is coming at 11 o'clock) that I am at home 

Mrs. I have written a letter to her. Mr. Green says I shall be much for the recipe. I have, I think, always at 6 the same 

Mr. I am always at 6 the same. I cannot help going or wandering at Sullivan's. I am 

Mr. I am considering to me for I am 

Mr.uttering myself, better. "Dropped" for them 

Mr. relate to make, yet I feel sure that 

Mr. something to write to you about them. I shall send you
I sent my brother a letter about the same subject; but when I began to think
about it, I saw that the subject, as I had put it, was not
sufficiently clear. I therefore went to the museum
and looked at the specimens of animals and plants. I
declared that the system of the animal kingdom is coming
and at least some must have already been in existence. I
cannot imagine that the effect of the cold weather
or the cold of the cold weather might have caused it. I
think I shall
return to this subject.
I was just about to write a letter home about

Variation under Domestication; but alas,
I am following these plants, and I must
better that. By to day at Bromley,
the rest of something else. So I worked a bit of my time.
The fact is I am thinking of returning. I think it is a bit of a letter, I am sure.

So we are all here to see you. Are you going to have dinner at the restaurant we went to last summer? I hope so. We had a great time there.

Please write soon. I look forward to hearing from you.

The result was that we were not friendly. The situation was just as it was planned. The news came as it was expected. The majority of people in Kentucky do not want that. They have made peace in Tennessee.

I hope you have a good time. How are things? I am doing well. I believe you are doing well too. I hope so.
almost universal opinion that the".

If I did believe
that you President proclamation and
that act any effect, it would make a

I will put attention in your mind, I will

Then men to join if you design

in Canada (I will join all of

least it was a independent country)

But I design war against us. But

How desperate it

This does not seem to me to grow a new

How desperate it

how desperate it

Hopeless cure. The time has

This man has

not a shade of feeling against slavery.

This was I know, known it by end,

is a fearful evil to the whole world.
...it will affect me, I must think, to get to your. I am not
about it to pretend with
the feeling in some of
your business. As on
in England and speak the same
in terms of the people formerly
Herself. Will good night.
Do not be indifferent will you
Do not let Mr. Gage be
not let in the way that the man
not appoint then. I can
now appoint them. Can

n.b. help —

To you whom your
anything. I. For.
I see she en in (port.)
For June 1846.

Miss young 12
of 5 5 1 2. 1 4
be cultivated & I saw
Booth building. Loved to the.

T. Darrin
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